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Why Do a Value Stream Map?

§ To understand the process from the patient/customer’s point 
of view

o They doesn’t care about your departmental silos

§ Creates a common vision amongst isolated teams

§ Provides a foundation on which to build for continuous 
improvement
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The Customer’s Point of View

Remember, the Value Stream Map participants are a mixed bag of individuals 
who first see any situation from their particular angle… 
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What is a Value Stream Map?

A Value 
Stream Map
(VSM) helps 
you see the 

big picture of 
how a process 

flows from 
beginning to 

end and 
uncovers 

hidden waste 
within the 
process.

1 2 3 4 5 6

* Appointment can be made by 
phone, email, or in person
* 2 assistants at the office who 
do all of the scheduling

* Sign-in paper is at assistant's 
counter
* Required information on the 
sign-in form includes patient 
name, Dr's name, Appt time, 
time the patient arrived

* Upon arrival, assistant will 
prepare forms for the patient
* Assistant will call patient up 
to counter to receive forms
* Patient completes 5 forms 
with signatures
* Patient walks forms back up 
to counter when complete

* Nurse calls for patient
* Nurse takes patient blood 
pressure, weight, etc.
* Nurse escorts patient to room
* Nurse asks additional 
questions

* Dr. asks additional questions
* Dr. examines patient
* Dr. asks about other 
prescriptions
* Dr. writes Rx

* Patient walks to check out 
desk
* Patient pays copay

* Phone is not consistentl 
answered by assistants due to 
competing priorities
* Email scheduling requests are 
not replied to the same day
* Wait time between scheduling 
and actual appt.

* Additional wait time 
introduced when forms aren't 
ready for the patient upon 
arrival

* Patient waiting to go back to 
exam roon

* Patient waiting for the 
physician to arrive

* Multiple trips to the 
assistant's desk (check-in and 
check-out)

* Do analysis to determine if 
their needs to be more slots 
kept open for same-day appt's

* Assistant prepares the 
patient's form packet the day 
before

* Have physician arrives sooner

* Rework the Dr's schedule to 
minimize the patient's wait time 
in exam room
* Visual signals to alert next 
care provider that the patient is 
ready to be soon

* Combine trips to the 
assistant's desk so that the 
patient only has to go to the 
desk one time. Pay copay at 
check-in possibly.

Date:  9/14/2019Team Members: Abbott, Cathy; Davis, LaToya; Vasquez, RobertProcess Name:  Going to the Dr's office when ill
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Dr. Appointment

Arrrive at Office
& Sign in

Fill Out 
Forms

Go to 
Exam Room

Dr. Examines You 
and Writes a Prescription
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Out
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A VSM Can Work in Conjunction with an A3

A VSM helps you see the big 
picture of how a process flows 

from beginning to end.

An A3 helps you focus on 
one specific waste that you 
may have uncovered while 

doing the VSM.

The VSM helps the team uncover the wastes.  
The A3 helps the team think through how to counter each waste, one at a time.
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Think of It This Way…

One VSM could uncover multiple wastes in a process. . . 

. . .and you could do one A3 in order to understand and 
create countermeasures for each waste.
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The VSM Template is Made Up of 4 Rows

Process

Tasks

Waste

Solutions 
/Opportunities
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When Completing a VSM…

Process

Tasks

Waste

Solutions 
/Opportunities

Start at the Top Left, then go Left to Right, Top to Bottom.
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Start With The Top Row – The Process Row
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In the Process Row

Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6

1) Enter the high-level process steps.  Try to keep it between 5-8 steps and avoid 
using decision boxes. Think of each as a hand-off to the next bucket of work.

2) Complete each row, left to right, before you proceed to the next row.

Step 1

Pr
oc

es
s Arrive at 
office & 
sign-in

Fill out 
forms

Go to 
exam 
room

Dr. 
examines 

you, 
makes 

diagnosis, 
writes Rx.

Check-OutSchedule a 
Dr. appt.

Pr
oc

es
s
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In the Process Row (continued)

What does the customer truly value?

• VA:  value-adding step.  The customer directly benefits from this step.
• NVA:  non-value-adding step.  This is waste.  The customer does not 

directly benefit from it.
• VE:  value-enabling step.  Not a value-adding step to the customer, but 

the business is required to do it

Pr
oc
es
s Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6Step 1
Arrive at 
office & 
sign-in

Fill out 
forms

Go to 
exam 
room

Dr. 
examines 

you, 
makes 

diagnosis, 
writes Rx.

Check-OutSchedule a 
Dr. appt.

VA NVA VE NVA VA NVA
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Process Row Completed, Move to the Task
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In the Task Row

Provide more detail about what actually happens in the process step above.  There may be 
multiple small process steps which contribute to the high-level process step above.  This 
can also be a place to note variations in the process.

Ta
sk

•Sign-in paper 
is at the 
assistant’s 
counter
•Required info 
on the sign-in 
form includes 

•Asst. will 
prepare forms 
for the patient.
•Assistant calla 
patient to 
receive forms.
•Patient 
completes 5 
forms
•Patient walks 
forms back up 
to counter 

•Nurse calls 
for patient.
•Nurse takes 
patient blood 
pressure, 
weight, etc.
•Nurse escorts 
patient to 
room
•Nurse asks 
additional 
questions

•Dr. asks 
additional 
questions
•Dr. examines 
patient
•Dr. asks 
about other 
prescriptions
•Dr. writes Rx

•Patient walks 
to assistant’s 
desk
•Patient pays 
copay

•Appt. can be 
made by 
phone, email, 
or in person. 
•2 assistants at 
the office who 
do all 
scheduling

Pr
oc
es
s Arrive at 

office & 
sign-in

Fill out 
forms

Go to 
exam 
room

Dr. 
examines 

you, 
makes 

diagnosis, 
writes Rx.

Check-Out
Schedule a 

Dr. appt.

For example, this 
box in the TASK row 

gives more detail 
about the process 

step of “Scheduling a 
Dr. appt.” directly 

above.
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Task Row Completed, Move to the Waste
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In the Waste Row

Document any waste identified in that process step. Waste is any activity that 
does not add value to the process. Below are the 8 different types of waste 
which occur in processes.

The acronym DOWNTIME articulates examples of waste for identifying potential 
metrics:

Ø Defects 
Ø Overproduction
Ø Waiting
Ø Not Using Creativity or Talent
Ø Transportation
Ø Inventory
Ø Motion
Ø Extra-Processing
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In the Waste Row (continued)

Document any waste identified in that process step.  Remembering the 8 different 
categories of waste can help you think through what possible wastes might be hiding 
in the process.  Every box does not have to be filled in.

W
as
te

•Additional wait 

time when 

form packets  

aren’t ready 

for the patient 

upon arrival

•Patient does 

not complete 

form entirely 

or correctly 

30% of the 

time

•Patient waiting 

to go back to 

exam room.

•Patient waiting 

for the 

physician to 

come (about 

20 minutes on 

average)

•Multiple trips 

to the 

assistant’s 

desk (forms, 

check-in, and 

check-out) 

•Customer calls 

are not 

consistently 

answered.

•Email 

scheduling 

requests not 

responded to 

the same day

•Wait time 

between 

scheduling and 

actual appt

Ta
sk
s

Once again, notice that  

this box in the WASTE row 

gives specific wastes 

regarding the process step 

of “Fill Out Forms” 

directly above

•Sign-in paper 

is at the 

assistant’s 

counter

•Required info 

on the sign-in 

form includes. 

•Appt. can be 

made by 

phone, email, 

or in person. 

•2 assistants at 

the office who 

do all 

scheduling

•Asst. will 

prepare forms 

for the patient.

•Assistant calla 

patient to 

receive forms.

•Patient walks 

forms back up 

to counter 

•Nurse calls 

for patient.

•Nurse takes 

patient blood 

pressure, 

weight, etc.

•Nurse escorts 

patient to 

room

•Dr. asks 

additional 

questions

•Dr. examines 

patient

•Dr. asks 

about other 

prescriptions

•Dr. writes Rx

•Patient walks 

to assistant’s 

desk

•Patient pays 

copay
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In the Waste Row (continued)

Try to add data to show the impact the waste is having on the process

W
as

te

•Additional wait 
time when 
form packets  
aren’t ready 
for the patient 
upon arrival
•Patient does 
not complete 
form entirely 
or correctly
(30% of the 
time)

•Patient waiting 
to go back to 
exam room.

•Patient waiting 
for the 
physician to 
come 
(about 20 
minutes on 
average)

•Multiple trips 
to the 
assistant’s 
desk (forms, 
check-in, and 
check-out) 

•Customer calls 
are not 
consistently 
answered.
•Email 
scheduling 
requests not 
responded to 
the same day
•Wait time 
between 
scheduling and 
actual appt

Ta
sk

s

•Appt. can be 
made by 
phone, email, 
or in person. 
•2 assistants at 
the office who 
do all 
scheduling

•Sign-in paper 
is at the 
assistant’s 
counter
•Required info 
on the sign-in 
form includes

•Asst. will 
prepare forms 
for the patient.
•Assistant calls 
patient to 
receive forms.
•Patient walks 
forms back up 
to counter 

•Nurse calls 
for patient.
•Nurse takes 
patient blood 
pressure, 
weight, etc.
•Nurse escorts 
patient to 
room

•Dr. asks 
additional 
questions
•Dr. examines 
patient
•Dr. asks 
about other 
prescriptions
•Dr. writes Rx

•Patient walks 
to assistant’s 
desk
•Patient pays 
copay
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Waste row completed, move to the 
Solutions/Opportunities
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In the Solutions/Opportunities row…

1) Document any ideas for improving the process in general (Brain Dump).  
2) Document any ideas for how to eliminate or reduce each of the wastes in the row above. 

You are not making any Decisions at this point.  

Op
po

rt
un

iti
es

3) Assistant 

prepare the 

patient’s form 

packet the day 

before.

4) Assistant 

email or mail 

the forms to 

the patient 

prior to the 

appt

5) Have 

physician arrive 

sooner

6) Rework the 

Dr.’s schedule 

to minimize the 

patient’s wait 

time in exam 

room.

7) Visual signals 

to alert next 

care provider 

that the patient 

is ready to be 

seen

8) Combine 

trips to the 

assistant’s desk 

so that the 

patient only has 

to go to the 

desk one time.  

Pay copay at 

check-in

1) Do analysis 

to determine if 

there needs to 

be more slots 

kept open for 

same-day 

appt.’s.

2) Consider 

cross training 

staff to handle 

front desk 

responsibilities

W
as

te
s

•Customer calls 

are not 

consistently 

answered.

•Email 

scheduling 

requests not 

responded to 

the same day

•Patient does 

not complete 

form entirely 

or correctly

(30% of the 
time)

•Patient waiting 

to go back to 

exam room.

•Patient waiting 

for the 

physician to 

come 

(about 40 
minutes on 
average)

•Multiple trips 

to the 

assistant’s 

desk (forms, 

check-in, and 

check-out) 
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COMPLETED! 
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What Happens Next?

• The VSM eventually turns into a Work Plan to implement any and/or all of the 
Solutions / Opportunities identified in the fourth row that the team comes up with!

# Owner
Task

Name
Status 

Indicator Description and Action Steps
Target Imp 

Date
Effort

(H, M, L)
Impact

(H, M, L) Priority Status
9

Maggie

Meeting Set-up

n

Set up meeting with claims to address the claims 

review prior to the mass adjustments

3/15;

2/29;

1/26/2016

L L

2/25 - VSM meeting scheduled for 

3/4.

2/5 - Maggie to set-up meeting 

with Ryan, Jeanne, Donna S and 

myself to first capture "Current" 

state via a swim lane diagram. 

Changed Target Imp Date.

1/19: Christine requested VSM that 

includes M. Kopczyk, Ryan Moore, 

Don Kiefiuk; Jeanne Blausey, 

Maggie Luke, Peggy Crandell, 

Christine Harder, Donna 

Siegmund.

10b

Kathy

Improve 100% 

audit process

n

Improve the 100% audit process

3/15/2016 M H

2/25 - Christine sti l l  wants to do 

additional analysis within her 

group at a more detailed level of 

Kathy's process. In addition, 

Discovery has indicated that the 

100% is sti l l  necessary on the 

back end.

2/5 - Added this new task as a 

splinter task off of item #10a that 

is nowshown as completed below.

1

Maggie

Automate 

Scrub

n

Automate scrub to eliminate second review

3/30;

2/2/2016
L M

2/25 - Sti l l  under review, and a 

potential SR may be required.

2/5 - Changed the logic to see if we 

can narrow it downt to 1 record 

and not multiple. 1 subscriber to 1 

carrier.

2
Celia

Create 

Workbasket

n Create workbasket for analyst to pull work
4/19/2016 H H

3
Maggie

Re-evaluate 

questionaire

n Re-evaluate the questionnaire to CMS standards
4/19/2016 H H

1/19: SR needed

6

Maggie

Create Error 

Report
n

Error report for cases with dual HAP coverage

4/19/2016 M L/M

1/19: SR needed - Ambu to review

8
Maggie

Automate Flags n Evaluate how to automate flags currently set manually
4/19/2016 H H

1/19: See #3, flag rationale needs 

to be applied.

4
Maggie

Streamline COB 

Updates

n Streamline COB updates to system in Aspect to stop 

duplicate work
7/19/2016 H H

1/19: SR needed

10a

Kathy

Eliminate 100% 

audit

n

Automate Kathy's spreadsheet (Reporting/Celia)

2/2/2016 M M

2/5 - Completed. Audit process 

will  remain at 100% based on 

Vendor recommendation, but we 

will  look at improving that 

particular process.

1/19: This really is to assess an 

audit frequency to eliminate 100% 

current review.

7

Maggie

Dummy SSN
n

Evaluation of the source for the dummy SSN 

2/8/2016 N/A N/A

2/5 - Completed. Ticket is closed.

1/19: Open a ticket

5 Maggie Re-evaluate 

questionaire

n Re-evaluate questionnaire to CMS standards 4/19/2016 H H
1/19 - Completed.

Each one of the Solutions / 
Opportunities gets 
assigned:

ü an Owner
ü a Targeted 

Implementation date
ü a L (low), M (medium), 

or H (high) indicator for
both the Effort and
Impact of execution
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Key Points

ü Keep the group small and focused

ü Include representatives from each department that is involved in doing 
the work

ü Actually observe the process (when possible)

ü Objective analysis. . . Blame Free

ü Avoid getting lost in the details – stay high level

ü A large process may be broken up into multiple VSM’s
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IT Application Inventory VSM / Work Plan 
Sessions (Rochester Hills)
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A3 & PDCA
Problem Solving

(TC / 02.13.2020)
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Objectives

• Understand that the A3 is a tool to work through the PDCA 
(Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle

• Be able to start solving real business problems using the A3 
tool either individually or with your team

• Understand the relationship between the A3 and a VSM 
(Value Stream Map)
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What is an A3?

• Tells the story of 
solving a problem on 1 
page

• Based on the PDCA 
cycle, which is the core 
of problem solving for 
continuous 
improvement

• Typically done on an 11 
x 17 or larger size 
paper
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An A3 Can Work in Conjunction with a 
VSM

One Value Stream Map (VSM) could uncover multiple wastes in a process. 

. . .and you could do one A3 in order understand and create countermeasures 
for each waste.
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But Can Also be Used Independently

You don’t have to do a 
VSM in order to use 
the A3.  Often, you 
already know that 

there is a waste that 
needs to be solved for

. . . Time to start an 
A3.

A3

Use an A3 for any identified waste for which the countermeasure 
(solution) is not clear. 

Chose only one waste for each A3 that you do. 
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PDCA & A3

An A3 helps us work through the problem solving cycle.

1. Define the problem

2. Understand the current 
condition of the process

3. Uncover the root cause of the 
problem

4. Develop countermeasures 
which  address the root cause 
of the problem

Implement the change decided 
by the team (on a small scale 
first if possible)

5. Evaluate the results and 
effects of the 
implemented 
countermeasure.

What was learned from 
the experiment?

6. Standardize countermeasures 
which had a positive impact.

Share the learnings.
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How an A3 Works with PDCA 

An A3 template is really just a structured format for working through the PDCA cycle 
in order to solve a problem.

PLAN

PLAN / DO

CHECK

ACT

General Info

PLAN

DO / CHECKPLAN

PLAN

PLAN
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Problem Background
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  

In the Problem Background box, clearly define the problem to be solved 
and provide background information.  Focus on the visible pain point.  
What is the pain that is being caused?  Try to include some measurement 
of the current pain/problem.  State just the facts – no opinions, no 
hypotheses.  A chart with a short explanation can also be used to describe 
the problem.

Problem Background

After entering the office the patient takes on average 15 minutes to complete the forms.  
Based on a recent customer survey, patients have voiced their displeased with the amount of 
time spent in the front office prior to seeing a care provider.
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Current Condition
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  

In the Current Condition box, provide additional information about the 
process where the problem is occurring.  Often a high level process map 
can provide the necessary context.  Point out specific issues which are 
related to the problem you are trying to address, such as how much team 
member time is spent on the work, how much work is produced, how 
many defects in the process, how much wait time, etc.

Current ConditionCurrent Condition

10 min

Arrive at 
office & 
sign-in

2 min

Fill out 
forms

15 min

Go to 
exam 
room

1 min

Dr. 
examines, 
makes Dx, 
writes Rx.

15 min

Check-Out

5 min

Schedule a 
Dr. appt.

W

5 min
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Target Condition
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  

In the Target Condition box, document what the goal is that you are you 
trying to achieve.  Be specific.  A target condition could be about reducing 
defects, decreasing the total process time, eliminating batching, 
eliminating rework loops, etc.  It should be an improvement from the 
current condition.

Target Condition

Over a three (3) month period, we plan to trim the visit time from 15 minutes to 5.
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Problem Analysis
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  

In the Problem Analysis (Root Cause) box, explore and communicate why 
the problem is occurring.  You may have to dig several layers deep in order 
to get to the real root cause.  Consider using a simple root cause analysis 
tool such as “5 Why’s” or a fishbone diagram.

Problem Analysis (Root Cause)

Patients are spending 15 minutes filling out forms in the office.  Why?
There are many required forms.  Why?

The forms are not given to the patient until they get in the office.  Why?
Someone years ago didn’t want to pay for postage.  Why?

We don’t collect the patient’s email address. Why?
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In the Problem Analysis (Root Cause) box, explore and communicate why 
the problem is occurring.  You may have to dig several layers deep in order 
to get to the real root cause.  Consider using a simple root cause analysis 
tool such as “5 Why’s” or a Fishbone diagram.

Problem Analysis (Root Cause)

Problem Analysis - 2nd Option
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  
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New Action Plan

A revised process which includes new scheduling phone script and email electronic forms which 
allow the patient to complete appointment information prior to their appointment saving time 
when they arrive.

In the New Action Plan box, describe what your solution(s) are and how 
they address your root cause(s).   How the Action Plan/Solution will be 
implemented will be placed in the Implementation Plan box

New Action Plan
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  
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Implementation of New Plan
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  

Implementation Plan

John.  By 2/15, develop electronic forms which can be sent to the patient via email.
Suzie.  By 2/17, change the scheduling phone script
Ann.  By 3/04, train the whole staff on the new process

In the Implementation Plan box, describe how the countermeasures will 
actually be deployed.  This should include the task, what individual it is 
assigned to this task and the completion date of this task. It is a high level 
project plan. Don’t write a book. . . keep it simple on the A3.
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Results
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  

In the Results box, document the results of your implementation.  Did you 
achieve the Target Condition?  If no, it might be time to go back to the 
“Planning” steps and re-evaluate the root causes.  Failure gives an 
opportunity for learning and continued improvement.

Results

Average patient time in front office -

January 2019:    15 minutes
February 2019:  12 minutes
March 2019:         6 minutes
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Metrics for Effectiveness
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  

In the Effectiveness Check box, Review and discuss the metrics you’re 
tracking. Did you reach your target condition /goal?  If you did not reach 
your target condition, how will you refine your plan?

Metrics for Effectiveness

We missed our Target by 1 minute. We will do a fresh 5 Why's against the latest process to 
determine our next PDCA cycle to test.
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Standardization
Project Leader:   

Problem Analysis-Plan:  (Identify Root Causes, use “5 Whys” for Simple and Cause & Effect Diagrams for Complex)

New Action Plan-Plan:  (Specify new process steps, will root causes be addressed?)

Implementation of the New Plan-Do: (Detailed plan using who, what, where, when how, training, etc.)

Results-Check/Act:  (Check part of PDCA, restart process, modify process to make improvements)

Metrics for Effectiveness - Check:  (Specify and record outcomes metrics to check new process)

Standardization- Audit: (Implement stable process and create audit metrics to monitor performance)

Entity Name with Project Name

                                                                                                                                           Start Date:                                                                                                                                                                                                     Revision Date:

Target Condition-Plan:  (Expected Improvement Goal to be Reached after Adoption of New Process)

Problem Background-Plan:  (Focus on Process, Not People, Use Data, Not Assumptions)

Current Condition-Plan:  (Process Mapping, Value Stream Mapping, Collect Data)

Project Team Members:  

In the Standardization box. . . If the countermeasures were successful in 
addressing the problem, determine how this knowledge can be shared 
with others on your team and throughout the organization? 

How will you ensure that the countermeasures continue to be successful 
into the future?  Does the process need to be monitored going into the 
future?  Is there a metric which needs to be on a dashboard and 
reviewed by someone?

Standardization

The team presented this improvement at the sister office so that they could take advantage of this 
newly improved process.
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Key Takeaways

1) The A3 gives structure for problem solving

2) The A3 is meant to be flexible

3) Use visuals more than words when possible
o Process maps, charts, pictures, tables, diagrams

4) Involve the front-line team members.  They have the best view of the 
problem and often the best ideas to improve.
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Does it Really Work? – Leadership Academy

EKG Process for Emergency Department: 

Data
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Questions?


